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Introduction 
Over the summer Charles and I have been finishing the first draft of the Daishō rules. However, as we 
live on different sides of the UK we had not had the opportunity to get together to actually playtest 
them. So in the last weekend in August the memsahib and myself journeyed to Surrey to meet up 
with Charles and his buntai: Matt Cook, Dean Richards, Steph Richards and Sean Bissett-Powell .  

In this report I shall go into the very first session with Charles and myself going head-to-head over a 
small matter of unlawful rebellion! 

Some notes for those of you who have been following the Daishō project closely: 

 The core rules of Daishō are based on the successful rules we used in In Her Majesty’s Name. 
However, these have been rewritten to meet the needs of medieval, mystical Nippon. 

 As it stands the game can be played at three levels:  

 The easiest is the Basic level. This only includes those elements of the rules, equipment and 
men available in medieval Japan. There are no special powers, magical abilities or strange 
creatures. 

 The Heroic level introduces the concept of Ki Powers, limited use abilities that are beyond 
the capability of ordinary mortals.  

 The final level is Legendary. In this every rule, power and creature in the book can be used, 
including the Legendary Buntai. If you want to lead a company of demonic Oni against a 
band of legendary heroes led by courageous Shugenja then this is the level for you. 

 The core save in IHMN was the Pluck Roll; in Daishō this is renamed the Karma roll. 

We played the first scenario at the Basic level, just to see how the changes we have made to the 
IHMN rules would work in practice.  A second scenario was played at Heroic level – a separate report 
on that will follow soon. 

 

Scenario 1 – Uprising 

The peasants are revolting.  Specifically, the small village of Uki has risen up against its resident 
samurai Tamaka Yabuto who has only just escaped with his life.  The few ashigaru who remained 
loyal to him were cut down by the rebels; the rest joined the rebellion.  One of them, a veteran 
named Buto, is the inspirational leader of the uprising. 

The main road into the village crosses a narrow bridge over a fast flowing river that’s difficult to ford.  
Naturally, the rebels are determined to hold this bridge against any counter-attack while they 
consolidate their position and encourage other villages to rise up in support. If this continues the 
whole district could become an Ikko-Ikki stronghold. 

The dishonoured Yabuto has managed to gather a few friends and is determined to take control of 
the bridge away from the rebels.  A message has already gone to his overlord so a much larger force 
will soon be on the way, arriving early the following morning.  Yabuto has been ordered to capture 
the bridge before nightfall to prevent the rebels fortifying it – or even demolishing it – overnight. 

This is his only chance to recover a little honour from the situation.  The rebels only need to stop 
Yabuto gaining control of the bridge before nightfall …  a mere ten turns away. 

So the game is a race against the clock. If Yabuto has not driven the rebels away and secured the 
bridge by nightfall his fall from grace is assured. In this period this is something worth dying for. 
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Yabuto’s Forces  [215 points] 

Charles, being a man of great honour, took on the role of the deadly samurai buntai.  

Those with a sharp eye will note that one of these figures is not like the others. The one on the far 
left is an ancient Dixon’s samurai that I painted for Charles two decades ago. The others are a mix of 
Northstar and Kensei miniatures painted only days ago by the talented hands of Matt Cook. 

 

 
From left to right; Yabuto, Sabika, Bann, Soto & Kya 

 

Tamaka Yabuto – samurai bushi  [46 points] 

The leader of the buntai. A fairly average middle-
rank samurai bushi who is in a tight spot. If he 
fails at this he might as well commit seppuku for 
his Daimyo will have lost all faith in him. 

 Karma 3+, SV +2, FV +3, Speed +2 
 Leadership +1, Arrow-cutting 
 Light armour & Kabuto (full helm) = Armour 

10, 12 when Fighting (because of his Speed) 
 Shooting:  Han-kyu 12” +4/-1 
 Fighting:  Katana +6/-1, Wakizashi +5/-1 

 

Ontoromoki Sabika – samurai bushi  [62 points] 

Sabika is the buntai’s tank. Heavily armoured 
and carrying a lethal two-handed weapon, if he 
gets into combat heads will roll, literally. 

 Karma 4+, SV +1, FV +2, Speed +0 
 Leadership +1, Face Many Foes 
 Medium armour & full helm = Armour 13 
 Shooting:  He has no ranged weapons 
 Fighting:  Nodachi +6/-2, Katana +5/-1, 

Wakizashi +4/-1 
 

Satsoru Bann – samurai bushi  [43 points] 

Bann is a very capable bowman. Not only is he 
be able to pick the enemy off at a distance but he 

can react quickly to incoming fire and use his 
bow in close combat. Think Legolas.  

 Karma 4+, SV +3, FV +2, Speed +1 
 Close Quarters Shooting, Lightning Reflexes 

(shooting) 
 Light armour & full helm = Armour 10, 11 

when Fighting (because of his Speed) 
 Shooting:  Dai-kyu 16” +6/-1 
 Fighting:  Katana +5/-1, Wakizashi +4/-1 

 

Bacha Soto – samurai bushi  [32 points] 

A young and ambitious bushi, keen to show his 
worth to Yabuto and the Daimyo. 

 Karma 4+, SV +2, FV +2, Speed +1 
 Light armour & full helm = Armour 10, 11 

when fighting (because of his Speed) 
 Shooting:  Dai-kyu 16” +5/-1 
 Fighting:  Katana +5/-1, Wakizashi +4/-1 

 

Bacha Kya – samurai bushi  [32 points] 

Another ambitious young man. 

 Karma 4+, SV +2, FV +2, Speed +1 
 Light armour & full helm = Armour 10, 11 

when fighting (because of his Speed) 
 Shooting:  Dai-kyu 16” +5/-1 
 Fighting:  Katana +5/-1, Wakizashi +4/-1
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Peasant Rebels  [188 points] 

I am always a man who likes playing underdogs and plucky rebels, so I took on the more numerous 
peasant (Ikko-Ikki) buntai. 

Again the figures were painted by Matt Cook. 

 

 
From left to right: Buto, Hyu, Zabi & Guroj 

Buto – heimin ashigaru  [55 points] 

The heroic leader of the resistance. He knows 
that if he can delay or even stop his former 
master he can buy enough time for his comrades 
to fortify their village against the Daimyo. He is a 
capable soldier and a cunning leader. 

 Karma 3+, SV +3, FV +3, Speed +2 
 Leadership +2, Inspirational, Fanatic 
 Light armour = Armour 8, 10 when Fighting 
 Shooting:  arquebus 20” +6/-2 (full turn to 

reload) 
 Fighting:  Masakari +5/-1 

 

Hyu – heimin ashigaru  [32 points] 

Hyu is a man about whom peasant legends will 
be spun, as shall be seen in the report to follow. 

 Karma 4+, SV +2, FV +2, Speed +1 
 Leadership +1, Fanatic 
 Light armour & light helm = Armour 9, 10 

when Fighting 
 Shooting:  Dai-kyu 16” +5/-1 
 Fighting:  Wakizashi +4/-1 

 

 

Zabi – female heimin martial artist  [33 points] 

The sister of Buto and an unusual young lady. 
She spent her youth in a Buddhist monastery 
high in the mountains and has returned just in 
time to defend her village. 

 Karma 4+, SV +2, FV +2, Speed +3 
 Arrow-cutting, Doctor 
 No armour = Armour 7, 10 when Fighting 
 Shooting:  shuriken 6” +3/-1 (or split attack 

+2/-1) 
 Fighting:  martial artist (intermediate) +4/0 

 

Guroj – heimin ashigaru  [24 points] 

A well-trained and previously loyal soldier. 
Yabuto’s unnecessary cruelty has led him into the 
rebel’s camp. He has a lethal arquebus with 
which he is highly proficient. 

 Karma 5+, SV +2, FV +2, Speed +1 
 Mastershot 
 Light armour & light helm = Armour 9, 10 

when Fighting 
 Shooting:  arquebus 20” +5/-2 (full turn to 

reload) 
 Fighting:  large club (arquebus) +4/0 
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From left to right: Tanu, Maru, Dib & Dob 

 

Tanu – heimin ashigaru  [14 points] 

An elderly spearman in the local district Ashigaru 
buntai. He is tired of samurai rule. 

 Karma 5+, SV +1, FV +2, Speed +1 
 Light armour = Armour 8, 9 when Fighting 
 Shooting:  thrown rock 3” +1/+1 
 Fighting:  Yari +5/-2 

 

Maru – heimin ashigaru  [18 points] 

The nephew of Tanu, Maru is a skilled exponent 
of the naginata. 

 Karma 5+, SV +1, FV +2, Speed +1 
 No armour = Armour 7, 8 when Fighting 
 Shooting:  thrown rock 3” +1/+1 
 Fighting:  Naginata +6/-2 

Dib – heimin farmer  [6 points] 

The brothers Dib & Dob are terrified, but Buto is 
sure that they will find their courage once the 
battle commences 

 Karma 6+, SV +0, FV +1, Speed +1 
 No armour = Armour 7, 8 when Fighting 
 Shooting:  thrown rock 3” +0/+1 
 Fighting:  sickle +2/-1 

 

Dob – heimin farmer  [6 points] 

 Karma 6+, SV +0, FV +1, Speed +1 
 No armour = Armour 7, 8 when Fighting 
 Shooting:  thrown rock 3” +0/+1 
 Fighting:  sickle +2/-1 
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The Field of Honour 

A very simple field of honour for this first playtest. It is about a yard/metre square. 

 
The samurai will come on from the left and must drive the peasants away from the bridge in the 
centre. Simple enough until you realise that the peasants have brought plenty of materials to build 
barricades giving them Type 2 cover (you can see this in the top right corner of the table.. 

As you can see we haven’t yet built any Japanese scenery so are making do with what we have to 
hand. 

The Game 

Buto is a man of considerable guile. He can see the sun setting in the west and knows that he only 
has to hold out until nightfall. He is also fully aware that none of his force are as good in close 
combat as the five samurai bushi.  

 
So instead of barricading the bridge he fortifies the space further back between a small, rocky hill and 
a rice barn. The idea is to make the samurai have to slog all the way to him while under constant fire. 

Arquebuses to the right of them, bows to the left of them, on strode the five samurai… or so my best-
laid plans imagined it. 

However, Charles is never one to cooperate with my heroic delusions… 
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He decides to send the majority of his force to his left to wade through the marsh and take my 
carefully-prepared fortifications from the flank. 

Being only lightly armoured these four can use their natural speed and run moves to trot along at 
about ten inches a turn. Once they reach the marsh of course their speed is considerably reduced as 
it is type 3 terrain for movement and deducts 3” from their overall speed. 

 
As you might imagine this causes considerable consternation in Fort Buto. 

 
Sabika obviously took one look at the marsh and then at his heavier armour and decide to stroll 
down the road. Now I am torn between stopping the tank or despatching those flankers… 
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So I decide that I need to slow down that flank and send my lightly armed men off to my right. 
Leaving only the bowman Hyu, Mistress Zabi and old Tanu to guard the barricade. 

 
Charles grins, knowing he has split my forces just as he wishes.  

A few arquebus bullets fly into the marsh to no effect. The range is extreme and the Buddha is 
obviously watching elsewhere.  

The Samurai are currently out of range so they do not reply, they just concentrate on not drowning.  

Over at Fort Buto, Hyu curses as the tank Sabika uses the bridge to give himself effective cover from 
his deadly arrows. 

Buto looks at the sun anxiously. Yabuto-san’s flanking manoeuvre is costing the samurai valuable 
time but will it be enough? He must think of a way to slow them down further… 

Buto sends Dib and Dob into the woods with orders to engage any samurai that survive the trek 
through the marsh. He knows that he is sending them to their deaths but this is the lonely place of 
the leader. 

He then calls for Tanu and Maru to join him at the far right of the barricades. Samurai are used to 
glorious charges and shining victories whereas the ashigaru understand the concept of attrition. He 
will use this knowledge to best effect. 
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Then Buto hears a terrible cry of anguish from the bridge.  

Hyu has waited patiently for the lone samurai to crest the bridge. He knows that this shot must count 
as he might not get time for another. If Sabika reaches the barricades there are none who will be 
able to best him.  

Sabika has a base armour of 13 and has been slogging along at 6” movement, so his effective armour 
is 15.  

Hyu only has a total of +5 (a shooting value of +2 and his weapon value of +3) to add to his d10 
shooting roll. I roll the die and it comes up 10! Merciful heavens I have hit the noble Sabika. 

Sabika must now make a Karma roll to ignore the hit. Hyu’s Dai-kyu has a Karma penalty of -1. 

So to survive he must roll 5 or better on a d10. Charles rolls a 3 and the mighty Sabika falls with a 
three foot arrow sticking through his left eye and out of the back of his kabuto. 

 
I grin like an opium-addled bakemono and Charles sighs. 

Over in the marsh Yabuto and his samurai are beginning to emerge from the mud. One hung back to 
give covering fire should my lightly armoured forces try to ambush Yabuto at the fence alongside the 
marsh. 

It was an effective tactic as I risked nobody to that arc of certain death. 

As they emerged Buto revealed his first attempt to slow down the samurai’s flanking march. 
Screaming ‘banzai’ the two peasant farmers, ran pell-mell across the open field and into contact with 
Yabuto himself. 

 
Such desperate courage will be remembered and both men fought with all the skill they could 
muster. All but naked and wielding rice sickles they hacked at Yabuto, their attacks being at +2 (fight 
value +1 and sickle +1). 

Yabuto’s light armour and kabuto had a armour value of 10, but in fighting we add the figure’s speed, 
and in this case it was +2, meaning a total of 12 that the peasants could only achieve if they rolled 10. 

Needless to say neither did. 
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In return Yabuto chose to split his attacks between the two peasants and try to just sweep them 
aside.  He put an FV of +1 against Dib and the remaining +2 against Dob. To this he added the +3 of 
his Katana so he rolled 1d10+4 against Dib and 1d10+5 against the unfortunate Dob. 

Both peasants wore little more than breechclouts so their basic armour was 7 +1 for their speed for a 
total of 8. Yabuto easily sliced into both men. Against the odds Dob actually made his Karma by 
rolling 8. Both started with a Karma of 6+, but this was effectively made 7+ by the Katana’s penalty of 
-1. This simple act may actually have won the game for me, though this did not become apparent 
until later. So never dismiss the importance of your lowest men. 

 
Next turn Yabuto, incensed that a peasant had survived, stayed in combat and Soto joined him to 
make sure of the kill. So Yabuto did not advance, though Kya did move to stand between his lord and 
any incoming fire.  

The superb bowman Bann began his advance through the marsh to join his comrades duelling with 
Hyu as he did so. His lightning reflexes skill allowing him to fire at Hyu before Hyu’s arrow had even 
left his bow. Neither hit the other and Bann continued to move. 

By now Buto and Guroj has reloaded their Arquebuses and rained fire down on Kya, who did not 
flinch and stood his ground magnificently. He returned fire and despite taking a movement penalty 
still pinned Guroj to his barricade with an arrow. 

What he had not noticed is that he was now in range of Hyu whose deadly arrows brought him low in 
another feat of marksmanship. 

Buto took a look at the westering sun and put part two of his desperate plan into action. Tanu and 
Maru, who had been sheltering in the barn from the hail of arrows coming from the Samurai, threw 
open the doors and charged Yabuto. Meanwhile Buto retreated to the far barricade alongside 
Mistress Zabi and Hyu. 

Bann drew his bow and fired an excellent shot directly towards Mistress Zabi’s heart, only to watch in 
stunned surprise as she calmly deflected it with her bare hand. Zabi has the Arrow-cutting skill and 
when the hit was confirmed she and Bann had to make opposed attack rolls. She won and lived to 
fight a few more minutes. 

Charles did not want there to be the same delay as was caused by the peasants so he called upon 
Soto to take on Maru while he dealt with Taru. 

He cut down Taru with a single stroke before the old retainer could even bring his yari to bear. 

Maru put his all into a deadly stroke with his naginata. His attack bonus was +6 against Soto’s armour 
of 10 (light armour + kabuto) and his speed of +1 for a total of 11. I rolled an 8 and muttered a prayer 
of thanks to the Buddha. 
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Soto summoned up his courage. His base karma was 4+, but the naginata’s lethal blade has a penalty 
of -2, so he’d need to roll a 6 or better to survive. Charles duly rolled an 8 and Soto survived to strike 
back. 

His return stroke with his Katana was at +5 against Maru’s armour value of just 8 (clothes and speed 
+1).  The result was inevitable with Maru joining Taru and his ancestors.  

The samurai had not even broken their stride and I had lost two valuable men. But only three turns 
remained until nightfall…. 

 
So the game was down now to Yabuto and his two remaining samurai against Buto with just Hyu the 
bowman and Mistress Zabi. At this point I thought the game was lost. 

The next turn things got more even as Hyu took down another one of the advancing samurai. Poor 
Soto’s arrow hit the barricade as Hyu’s sliced straight through his armour and pierced his heart. If it 
wasn’t Charles’ own die I was using I suspect he’d be sending it off for further analysis. 

However, now the samurai were in charge reach and in a swift move Yabuto faced off against Buto 
while Bann took on Mistress Zabi who was quickly joined by Hyu who put aside his lethal bow and 
drew his wakizashi. 

Yabuto and Buto finally met each other next to the rice barn. As I had the initiative Buto attacked 
with his Masakari (Battleaxe) at +5. Yabuto’s armour was 12 (light armour, kabuto and a speed of +2), 
yet despite this I rolled an 8. Perhaps it was because Yabuto was facing an unfamiliar weapon.  

Yabuto had a karma of 3+ and a penalty from the masakari of -1. Thus he had a good chance of 
surviving and then turning Buto into sushi. Charles obligingly rolled a 1 and Yabuto’s last thoughts 
were of utter despair. Night had fallen, the bridge was not secured and he had been killed by a 
heimin. His shame was complete. 
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The fight between the other three was fascinating with Bann first having to survive a hail of shuriken 
from Mistress Zabi. This was in return for his earlier attempt to shoot her.  

Having the initiative I had Hyu attack Bann first. With a +5 from his wakizashi he stood the best 
chance of my two to strike Bann down and despite hitting Bann’s karma roll saved him. In return 
Bann shot him through the lungs and the valiant bowman breathed his last.  Bann could do this 
because he had the close-quarters shooting skill. 

Mistress Zabi then stepped in and gave Bann a punch to remember though once again his Karma roll 
prevented him from the dishonour of being killed by a mere woman. 

Technically the game was over as night had fallen but we weren’t going to leave it there. Buto 
stepped across to assist his sister but was promptly shot by Bann, who then had to endure another 
round of shuriken and punching. 

In the next round Zabi tried to disengage from Bann and use her doctor skill upon Buto, but Bann 
remained in contact so she had to fight him again instead. The game went on for two more torturous 
rounds until a tiring Zabi was pinned to the barricade by Bann’s powerful bow. 

 
We immediately did post-game survival checks for the people within reach of Bann to see if he could 
capture any of them and cause the peasants dishonour. Only Buto revived and in his last selfless act 
of heroism pulled a knife from his belt and committed seppuku. He would not be tortured for 
information or executed as an example by the Daimyo. 

So onto totalling up the honour points. 

Samurai (Yabuto): On = 6 (peasants killed*) +2 +1 (both peasant leaders**) = 9 On. 

Peasants (Buto):  On = 5 (held out until nightfall) +12 (4 samurai killed*) +1 +1 (both samurai 
leaders**) = 19 On.  

* Heimin peasants, being of a lower class than the samurai are only worth 1 On each while the 
samurai are worth 3.  

** The leaders are worth bonus On equal to their leadership value. 

So a conclusive victory for the peasant rebels in spite of the loss of the rebellion leader and the fact 
that a lone samurai was the only person left standing! 

The one turn delay induced by Dob refusing to die meant that nightfall occurred before Yabuto could 
have secured the bridge. 

Undoubtedly the bowman Hyu was the man of the match taking down three of the five samurai, 
including the veteran Sabika. 
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The game was then re-played with Matt Cook looking after Yabuto’s samurai and Dean Richards 
running Buto’s rebels.  Dean put his fortifications just on the village side of the bridge and Matt 
opted for a headlong charge.   

 
Interestingly, the end result was very similar; as night fell one samurai and one rebel were still 
standing, this time hacking at each other on the bridge itself, and shortly after dark the samurai was 
the only figure left standing.  The On (victory) points were exactly the same as the first game. 
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Lessons Learned 

The basic game mechanics, adapted from IHMN, worked really well and the games had a good feel to 
them.  So did the selection of Skills (in IHMN these would have been Talents) tested here.   

We may need to take another look at the On point system for calculating victory as having a samurai 
worth three times as much as a peasant may be a bit much – they often don’t cost three times as 
many points! 

 

 


